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Science Enables Exploration
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Joint Robotic Precursor Activity (JRPA) Overview

• To meet this goal, NASA will jointly fund and conduct Robotic Precursor 
Activities

– These activities will provide the strategic knowledge required to inform human 

spaceflight (HSF) planning. By developing an integrated set of priorities NASA will 

leverage mission opportunities, data, and the talents of both the exploration and science 

communities to enable human missions to NEAs, the Moon, and ultimately Mars.

• Such activities will include

– Develop instruments for NASA and non-NASA missions to destinations relevant to 

human exploration beyond LEO to gather needed information

– Fund Research and Analysis efforts to generate strategic knowledge in support of 

human spaceflight planning and systems development

– Perform strategic studies and hold joint workshops to further inform and leverage 

community participation

– Lay the groundwork for future precursor missions, should funding improve

• Total budget target is $30M ($20M/HEO-AES and $10M/SMD-PSD) formally 
starting in FY13. HEO-AES devoted $18M in FY12 funding to start these 
activities Acronym List in Backup 3

Goal:  Inform the selection of future destinations, support the development of exploration 

systems, and reduce the risk associated with human exploration while maximizing the 

mutual benefit to both science and exploration



Exploration Benefits Science;

Science Benefits Exploration
Science and Exploration have a successful history of working together.  A selection of past successes 
includes:

•Flight Projects

– Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO): Joint AO, LRO mission DDT&E

– Lunar Mapping & Modeling Project (LMMP): originally an exploration centric set of tools, it is an 
intuitive, capable portal for accessing integrated lunar science data sets for which the lunar science 
community (national and international) is the biggest user

– Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) payloads: Radiation Assessment Detector (RAD) and Mars Entry, 
Descent, & Landing Instrumentation (MEDLI)

•Initiatives

– Joint charters for analysis groups: Lunar Exploration Analysis Group (LEAG), Mars Exploration 
Program Analysis Group (MEPAG), and Small Bodies Assessment Group (SBAG); the Tempe 
conference convened by the NASA Advisory Council (NAC) for science and exploration

– Joint Research & Analysis (R&A): Lunar Advanced Science & Exploration Research (LASER), 
NASA Lunar Science Institute (NLSI), Stand Alone Missions of Opportunity Notice (SALMON).

– Joint development of required launch documentation for LRO and Lunar Crater Observation & 
Sensing Satellite (LCROSS)

•Personnel  Exchange

– LRO, Human Exploration Framework Team (HEFT), Exploration Precursor Robotic Missions (xPRM) 
Study Team, Near Earth Asteroid User Team (NUT), Near Earth Object Observation (NEOO), Blue 
Sky, Near Earth Asteroid Working Group (NEA-WG), Desert Research & Technology Studies 
(Desert-RATS).

– LRO/LCROSS personnel coordination and exchange during development

•Management Processes

– Successful history in executing co-funded projects (LASER, NLSI, Participating Scientists funded by
SMD supporting the LRO Exploration mission, ESMD extended funding for LRO PIs during Science 
mission to support additional data analysis)
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JRPA Planning Since Briefing OMB in November

• Work focused on: 

– Defining where we most benefit from the joint investment

• Strategic Knowledge Gaps

• Identify timelines and ‘need-by’ dates

– Writing and Signing a Memorandum of Understanding

– Defining, Refining, and Prioritizing Strategic Knowledge Gaps

• NAC’s Analysis Groups vetted and refined draft SKG sets for Moon, NEAs, Mars, 

and Mars’ moons

• Worked with ISECG (via the Strategic Knowledge Gap Assessment Team, 

chaired by the Chief Exploration Scientist) and began coordination with 

international space agencies to identify and prioritize an international set of SKGs 

– Provided background and input to the Mars Program Planning Group and 

the HEOMD Human Spaceflight Planning Team

– Identifying near-term opportunities

• Prioritized by destination and time phasing

• Destination-specific versus advancing state of knowledge

• Building up to a Mission of Opportunity or other flight opportunity
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Determining Priorities

• Criteria

– Relevance to Human Space Flight’s Strategic Knowledge Gaps (SKGs) for 

potential human destinations, including the Moon, Near-Earth Asteroids, 

and Mars

– The Strategic Knowledge Gaps will translate to sets of measurements and 

other activities that will be used to guide instrument/mission/R&A 

investments and potential collaborations with international partners

• Processes

– JRPA team will collaboratively develop prioritized proposals for funding 

specific activities

– The Steering Committee will comment and concur on the proposed plans 

and funding allocation

– The scope assignments and associated cost estimates will be documented 

per MOA signed at the Division level (as appropriate)

– Once scope is assigned, each directorate is responsible for that scope 

irrespective of cost
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Informing Exploration: 

Strategic Knowledge Gaps

• To inform mission/system planning and design and near-term Agency investments

– Human Spaceflight Architecture Team (HAT) Destination Leads were asked to identify the data or 

information needed that would reduce risk, increase effectiveness, and aid in planning and design

– The data can be obtained on Earth, in space, by analog, experimentation, or direct measurement

• For some destinations, the needed knowledge is well identified

– Analysis Groups, such as the Lunar Exploration Analysis Group (LEAG), the Mars Exploration 

Program Analysis Group (MEPAG), and the Small Bodies Assessment Group (SBAG) have 

identified key measurements pertinent to gaining the needed knowledge regarding the Moon, 

Mars, and Near Earth Asteroids

– Significant advances in filling the knowledge gaps have been made (examples: Lunar 

Reconnaissance Orbiter, Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, and now, Mars Science Laboratory)

• The Strategic Knowledge Gaps (SKGs) identified here will:

– Provide NASA’s foundation for achieving an internationally developed and accepted set of 

integrated and prioritized SKGs through ISECG’s Strategic Knowledge Assessment Team

– Form the basis for near-term Agency investments in robotic precursor missions and activities 

through Announcements of Opportunity (AO), competed and secondary missions, etc.  A few 

possible examples include:

• Discovery 13 AO

• NASA research institute for science and exploration Cooperative Agreement Notice

• LASER (Lunar Advanced Science and Exploration Research, or equivalent) and SALMON 

(Stand Alone Missions of Opportunity Notice) calls

• Development of early flight opportunities
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SKGs: Common Themes and Some Observations

• There are common themes across destinations (not in priority order)

– The three R’s for enabling human missions

• Radiation

• Regolith

• Reliability

– Geotechnical properties (Moon, NEAs, Mars)

– Volatiles (i.e., for science, resources, and safety) (Moon, NEAs, Mars)

– Propulsion-induced ejecta (Moon, NEAs, Mars)

– In-Situ Resource Utilization (ISRU)/Prospecting (Moon, NEAs, Mars)

– Operations/Operability (all destinations, including transit)

– Plasma Environment (Moon, NEAs)

– Human health and performance (all destinations, including transit)

• Some Observations

– The required information is measurable and attainable

– These measurements do not require “exquisite science” instruments but could be 

obtained from them

– Filling the SKGs requires a well-balanced research portfolio 

• Remote sensing measurements, in-situ measurements, ground-based assets, and research & 

analysis (R&A)

• Includes science, technology, and operational experience 8



Status and Way Forward

• Based on the draft version of the Strategic Knowledge Gaps created by the Human 
Spaceflight Architecture Team (HAT)…

– NASA has engaged the external Science and Exploration communities to vet and refine 

the draft SKGs.

• Lunar Exploration Analysis Group (Specific Action Team phase 2 results complete, 

report available on LEAG website; phase 3 [measurements/instruments] in final 

review)

• Mars Exploration Program Analysis Group (Precursor Strategy Analysis Group, 

P-SAG, final report fully vetted, report available on MEPAG web site)

• Small Bodies Assessment Group (SKG-SAT in final review; final report available 

within approximately 3 weeks) 

– NASA will establish traceability of the SKGs to its currently planned robotic missions, 

utilization of ISS, and known opportunities for Research and Analysis efforts, and 

exploitation of existing ground based assets.  (In process)

• Next Steps:  

– Integrate results of LEAG, MEPAG, and SBAG using a Specific Action Team 

comprising membership from all three groups

– In discussion with Analysis/Assessment Group Chairs;  Terms of Reference being 

drafted

• Schedule:

– To be negotiated with the SAT chair and the chairs of the analysis/assessment groups 



Status and Way Forward

• International Coordination of Strategic Knowledge Gaps

– The Strategic Knowledge Gap Assessment Team (SKGAT) has been 

formed within the Exploration Roadmap Working Group of the 

International Space Exploration Coordination Group (ISECG)

(Chaired by M. Wargo)

– It is in the process of identifying, prioritizing and time phasing an 

“international set of SKGs” tied to the Global Exploration Roadmap 

mission scenarios, Asteroid First, and Moon First

– The NASA draft SKGs have were used as the starting point for the 
assessment

– Recent schedule changes for the next revision of the Global 

Exploration Roadmap allowed incorporation of the final NASA SKGs

– The SKGs for Moon, Near Earth Asteroids, and Mars are now 

baselined by the team member agencies (CNES, CSA, ESA, JAXA, 

NASA)



Status and Way Forward

• International Coordination of Strategic Knowledge Gaps 
(cont’d)

– Prioritization criteria and methodology have been formulated 

– Test cases for prioritization are being run to evaluate the prioritization 

criteria

– The prioritized “international set of SKGs” will be incorporated 
into the next revision of the Global Exploration Roadmap 

• Work will be complete prior to the next ISECG meeting to be held

at ESA/ESTEC in early 2013



Backup
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MEPAG Precursor Strategy Analysis Group 

Executive Summary

1. The Strategic Knowledge Gaps (SKGs) associated with each of the 
following goals have been defined:

– First human mission to martian orbit (Goal IV-).

– First human mission to land on either Phobos or Deimos

– First human mission to the martian surface (Goal IV).

– Sustained human presence on Mars (Goal IV+)

2. The SKGs have been broken down into Gap-Filling Activities 
(GFAs), and each has been evaluated for priority, required timing, 
and platform.

3. The relationship of the above to the science objectives for the 
martian system (using existing MEPAG, SBAG, and NRC scientific 
planning), has been evaluated.

– Five areas of significant overlap have been identified.  Within these areas it 

would be possible to develop exciting mission concepts with dual purpose.

4. The priorities relating to the Mars flight program have been 
organized by mission type, as an aid to future mission planners:
orbiter, lander/rover, Mars Sample Return (MSR), and 
Phobos/Deimos.
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SKGs and Decomposition
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• We have identified 17 SKGs associated with the four 

HEO goals.
� Full statements of the knowledge gaps are listed in 

Appendix I.

• About 60 Gap-Filling Activities (GFAs) have been 

identified that would address the 17 SKGs.
� Detailed analysis of the GFAs is in Appendix II.

� The GFAs have different priorities and degrees of urgency 

(see GFA Analysis on Slides #11-12)

� Only about half of the GFAs would require use of the Mars 

flight program.



Relationship of SKGs to Science
If the SKG is addressed, how well is the science question answered.
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GFA Analysis (1 of 2)
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See notes on page 10. For full statements of SKGs, see Appendix 1.
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GFA Analysis (2 of 2)

See notes on page 10. For full statements of SKGs, see Appendix 1.
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IV- IV early IV late IV+

H

• A1-1. Global T

• A1-2. Aerosols

• A2-1. Atm models

• A4-1. Auto Rendez.

• A4-2. Optical Comm

• A4-5. Propul. demo

• A4-6. Life supp. Demo

• B1-2. Surf Pressure

• B2-1. Biohazards

• B1-6. EDL demo

• B1-7. Ascent demo

• B1-1. Dust clim.

• B3-6. Rad. protect

• B4-2. Dust prop.

• B5-1. Special reg.

• B6-1. Dust prop.

• B7-5. Env expos

• B8-1. Fission pwr

• D1-3. Hyd mins

• D1-4. Min occur

• D2-1. Land x N

• D2-2. Sustain

• D2-3. Logistics

M

• A1-3. Global wind

• A3-1. Orb Partic.

• A4-3. Aerocapture

• B1-3. Surf winds

• B1-4. EDL profile

• B3-1. Neutrons

• B3-2. SEPs

• B3-4. Cosmic rays

• B3-5. Toxicity

• B4-3. Regolith

• B5-3. Microbe

• B5-4. Disprs model

• B5-5. FPP

• B7-1. Regolith

• B7-2. Landng site

• D1-1. Cryo

• D1-2. water ISRU

• D1-5. Ice comp

• D1-6. Ice occur

L
• A4-4. Auto sys

• A4-7. Mech.

• B1-5. Atm elec

• B3-3. Cosmic ray

• B4-1. Elec

• B4-4. Dust mit

• B5-2. Model SpR

• B6-2. Dust column

• B6-3. Trace gas

• B7-3. Trafficability

• B7-4. Auto rover

• B7-6. Samp handling

Color Key:

Mars Orbiter Earth

MSR Technology demo

Mars Lander (Could be MSR landers)

GFA:  Priority vs. Timing & Location
(Humans to the Martian Surface)

Timing
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